PARADOX BASIN 2-D SEISMIC DATA

SOUTHWEST LISBON SURVEY, SAN JUAN COUNTY, UTAH

The Southwest Lisbon JV licenses approximately 175 miles of regional 2-D seismic data in San Juan County, Utah. Productive formations in the Paradox Basin have produced in excess of 500 million barrels of oil and one trillion cubic feet of gas.

The data set was acquired to provide a framework for regional oil and natural gas exploration just Southwest of the giant Lisbon Field (50 million barrels). Lines were laid out to tie critical wells and show several large Mississippian structures with related Pennsylvanian potential. This area is a continuation of the Fold and Fault Belt in the subsurface. Seismic is key to identifying Ismay, Cane Creek, Gothic and Leadville prospect leads.

This data set is available on DVD and includes stack tapes, field reels, observer’s notes, survey. In addition the DVD includes a wave and source test with written report.

PARADOX BASIN SEISMIC
San Juan County, Southeast Utah

- 24 to 40 fold dynamite seismic data
- Highest quality regional grid in area
- 175 miles of regional coverage near Lisbon Field
- Ties key wells in area
- Final and Enhanced stacks
- Field tapes and scanned support available
- Pennsylvanian, Mississippian and deeper potential
- Wave and source test with written report
- Quantity licensing deals available

Contact Paul Schillmoller at 281-799-5442 for additional information on this or other regional seismic databases in San Juan County, Utah.